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IT’S ABOUT TIME: AN ANALYSIS OF NAME, IMAGE, AND LIKENESS LEGISLATION IN THE UNITED STATES

I. INTRODUCTION

On June 21, 2021, the Supreme Court in National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Alston ruled on an antitrust lawsuit past and present student-athletes filed against the National Collegiate Athletic Association (“NCAA”). The plaintiffs alleged that the NCAA’s restriction on student-athlete compensation violated the Sherman Antitrust Act. Ultimately, the Court ruled that the NCAA violated the Sherman Act by having unnecessary restrictions, leaving student-athletes with “nowhere else to sell their labor.” This case is one of the many name, image, and likeness lawsuits that student-athletes have filed against the NCAA. After Alston, the NCAA finally caved to the significant pressure of the courts and student-athletes to make their policy more favorable for athletes.

Student-athletes have fought for this right for a long time. Name, image, and likeness (“NIL”) rules allow students to make money off their likeness. This allows student-athletes to partner with brands and form deals similar to those that professional ath-

2. See id. at 2151 (holding NCAA violated Sherman Antitrust Act).
3. See id. at 2147 (“The plaintiffs before us brought this lawsuit alleging that the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and certain of its member institutions violated this policy by agreeing to restrict the compensation colleges and universities may offer the student-athletes who play for their teams.”).
4. See id. at 2156 (holding NCAA had monopoly over student-athletes).
5. See generally O’Bannon v. NCAA, 802 F.3d 1049, 1055 (9th Cir. 2015) (providing example of former student-athlete suing NCAA for lack of payment).
letes make with household brands such as Nike. As a result of the Supreme Court’s decision, some state legislatures enacted legislation surrounding NIL for student-athletes. Other states chose not to address the topic, which gave colleges the flexibility to determine how they govern their student-athletes. Some states that created legislation included provisions addressing financial literacy for student-athletes. The policies provide academic institutions with minimum time requirements for workshops that address debt and financial planning for the future. However, these policies need improvement to address the difficulties of entering extreme wealth. These difficulties include poor money management and financial exploitation from family members. These issues can ultimately affect student-athletes’ mental health. Additionally, the


11. See id. (explaining how states are rethinking NIL legislation due to uncertainty over NCAA guidelines and desire to have forward-thinking legislation).


13. See TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. § 51.9246(i) (West 2021) (stating that financial literacy workshops “must be at least five hours”).

14. For further discussion of difficulties that arise when entering extreme wealth, see infra notes 114–134 and accompanying text.


legislation addresses specific industries that student-athletes may not partner with for sponsorships.\textsuperscript{17}

This Comment analyzes and compares different states’ NIL legislation.\textsuperscript{18} Specifically, this Comment focuses on the financial literacy clauses of the NIL legislation and the industries prohibited from sponsoring athletes.\textsuperscript{19} Section II provides background information on the history of the NCAA, prominent NIL cases, the NCAA policy, and state legislation.\textsuperscript{20} Section III then provides a comparative analysis of NIL legislation.\textsuperscript{21} Section IV concludes by discussing the future of NIL legislation.\textsuperscript{22}

II. BEHIND THE TIMES: BACKGROUND ON NIL, THE NCAA, AND THE IMPORTANCE OF FINANCIAL PLANNING

A. In the Nick of Time: An Overview of NIL Policy

NIL policies create avenues for student-athletes to benefit financially from their NIL through deals and sponsorships.\textsuperscript{23} Students can profit from “anything that is not a direct reward, compensation-wise, for [their] athletic performance.”\textsuperscript{24} These

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{17}See Amanda Christovich, Alcohol, Betting NIL Deals Fair Game for Some Athletes, \textit{Front Office Sports} (Oct. 11, 2021), \url{https://frontofficesports.com/alcohol-betting-nil-deals-fair-game-for-some-athletes/} \[\text{https://perma.cc/V85X-7CNL}\] (highlight how state statutes may prevent student-athletes from participating in NIL deals with alcohol or betting companies). For further discussion of prohibited industries, see \textit{infra} notes 181–213 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{18}For further discussion of analysis, see \textit{infra} notes 83–213 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{19}For further discussion of NIL legislation’s financial literacy provisions, see \textit{infra} notes 87–91 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{20}For further discussion of background information on the NCAA, case law, the NCAA NIL policy, and state legislation, see \textit{infra} notes 23–84 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{21}For further comparative analysis on NIL legislation, see \textit{infra} notes 85–213 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{22}For further discussion on the future of NIL legislation, see \textit{infra} notes 215–222 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{24}See id. (specifying what students are allowed to profit from); see also James Fielding and Phil Lu, NCAA Rules to Be Aware of Before Reaching an NIL Deal, \textit{Littler} (Nov. 28, 2022) \url{https://www.littler.com/publication-press/publication/ncaa-rules-be-aware-reaching-nil-deal} [\url{https://perma.cc/SXG4-DBH9}] (explaining NCAA’s update in NIL policy). 
\end{itemize}
sponsorships allow athletes to develop their brand and create a career outside their athletic performance. Many student-athletes have large followings, and these deals “[position] them as powerful ambassadors.”

B. Turn Back Time: The History of the NCAA and Their Love for Amateur Athletes

The NCAA aims “to regulate the rules of college sport and protect young athletes.” A deadly football season in 1904 prompted the creation of what is now known as the NCAA. Afterward, President Roosevelt asked the prominent football schools to work together to make the game less violent. This resulted in the creation of the Intercollegiate Athletic Association of the United States. In 1910, the Intercollegiate Athletic Association became the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

The Principle of Amateurism is why the NCAA refused to pay student-athletes. In the NCAA Division I Manual, the principle of amateurism is defined as “[s]tudent-athletes shall be amateurs in an

25. See Moody, supra note 23 (“While being a star player on the nation’s top football or men’s basketball team may provide a name recognition bonus, lesser-known student-athletes can use social media as a powerful tool to help level the playing field.”). Social media sites like Instagram and TikTok have provided student-athletes with a global platform. Id. (explaining social’s media power over athlete’s careers).


28. See id. (demonstrating how public outcry over eighteen deaths and numerous injuries related to football in 1904 led to creation of NCAA).

29. See id. (claiming diehard football fan, President Roosevelt, urged prominent universities such as Harvard to make football less deadly).

30. See id. (“Soon after, on Dec. 28 in New York, 62 colleges and universities became charter members of the Intercollegiate Athletic Association of the United States, the precursor to the NCAA.”).

31. See id. (“The IAAUS officially was constituted as a rules-making body March 31, 1906, and in 1910 was renamed the National Collegiate Athletic Association.”).

intercollegiate sport, and their participation should be motivated primarily by education and by the physical, mental and social benefits to be derived.”33 Moreover, the NCAA views amateurism as part of its purpose and provides “a clear line of demarcation between intercollegiate athletics and professional sports.”34 The NCAA feared that paying student-athletes would affect the recruiting process because colleges could essentially bribe student-athletes with luxury items to attend.35 Additionally, the NCAA claimed that it hesitated to pay student-athletes because it feared student-athletes would be exploited.36 These ideas shaped the NCAA’s argument as it faced lawsuits from student-athletes who believed the organization exploited them.37 By not allowing student-athletes to receive payment, the NCAA remained in a position of power where they retained financial control of student-athletes.38

C. Killing Time: NIL Cases Before Alston

In *National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Alston*, the Supreme Court held that the NCAA could not cap student-athletes education-related benefits.39 This was the first step in the fight for student-athletes to be compensated.


34. See id. (detailing NCAA’s previous policy about amateurism); see also Winkler, *supra* note 32, at 222 (“Amateurism, the NCAA contends, has always been the foundation of college sports and if players were paid, they would be professionals, not amateurs.”).


36. See NCAA MANUAL, *supra* note 33, art. 12.01.2 (“The student-athlete is considered an integral part of the student body, thus maintaining a clear line of demarcation between college athletics and professional sports.”). R

37. See generally O’Bannon v. NCAA, 802 F.3d 1049, 1055 (9th Cir. 2015) (showing former student-athletes frustration with NCAA).


dent-athletes NIL. However, before Alston, the NCAA barred athletes from receiving any compensation or rights toward their NIL, which resulted in lawsuits against the organization. In a 1981 case, National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma, the University of Oklahoma and the University of Georgia sued the NCAA, claiming that the organization violated the Sherman Act by restricting the number of televised football games. The district court and court of appeals found that the NCAA violated the Sherman Act and ruled in favor of the universities. The Supreme Court granted certiorari and affirmed the decision. The Supreme Court debunked the NCAA’s claim that “its television plan is necessary to protect live attendance” and stated that the true purpose of the plan stems from “a fear that the product will not prove sufficiently attractive to draw live attendance when faced with competition from televised games.” The Supreme Court maintained the importance of the NCAA, stating that it keeps “a revered tradition of amateurism in college sports” alive “but that it needs ample latitude to play that role.” However, the organization must comply with the Sherman Act.

In 2008, a former basketball player, Ed O’Bannon, realized that “he was depicted in a college basketball video game produced by Electronic Arts (EA), a software company.” A year later, in

40. See id. (holding that limiting student-athlete educational benefits violated antitrust laws); see also Hosick, infra note 6 (showing how NCAA published NIL policy nine days after Alston decision).
41. See Alan Blinder, College Athletes May Earn Money From Their Fame, N.C.A.A. Rules, N.Y. Times (Sept. 29, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/30/sports/ncaabasketball/ncaa-nil-rules.html [https://perma.cc/A4QJ-GF7L] (explaining NCAA’s longstanding policy “barred players from being paid ‘to advertise, recommend or promote directly the sale or use of a commercial product or service of any kind.’”).
42. 468 U.S. 85, 95 (1984).
43. See id. at 95 (explaining that universities sued NCAA due to threats of disciplinary action for engaging in new television contract).
44. See id. at 95–98 (stating that NCAA’s “classic cartel” behavior was inappropriate).
45. See id. at 120 (affirming district court’s holding that NCAA’s actions “constituted illegal per se price fixing”).
46. See id. at 116–17 (explaining how television has changed since NCAA’s conception, thus NCAA’s fear of losing attendance for its games was not realistic).
47. See id. at 120 (confirming NCAA’s “critical role” in maintaining “amateurism in college sports” while expressing NCAA’s need to comply with antitrust laws).
48. See id. (“But consistent with the Sherman Act, the role of the NCAA must be to preserve a tradition that might otherwise die; rules that restrict output are hardly consistent with this role.”).
49. See O’Bannon v. NCAA, 802 F.3d 1049, 1055 (9th Cir. 2015) (stating how Plaintiff, former athlete, was unlawfully depicted in video game created by Electronic Arts).
2009, O’Bannon sued the NCAA and the Collegiate Licensing Company for using his likeness. Simultaneously, another football player sued the NCAA for “wrongfully turn[ing] a blind eye to the EA’s misappropriation of these NILs.” The Ninth Circuit combined these two cases and reviewed the district court’s decision. Furthermore, the Ninth Circuit announced that the NCAA is subject to the Sherman Act and antitrust laws. Regarding the case, the Ninth Circuit held that “the plaintiffs have satisfied the requirement of injury in fact” and have met the “requirement of antitrust injury.” However, the Ninth Circuit ruled that the district court erred when it “requir[ed] the NCAA to allow its member schools to pay this deferred compensation.” The NCAA appealed the case to the United States Supreme Court, but the Supreme Court denied review. The denial left the Ninth Circuit’s decision in place, slowly bringing down the NCAA’s stronghold on amateur athletics.

In June of 2021, the Supreme Court in Alston ruled against the NCAA, instructing the sports organization to “encourage scholastic achievement and allow student-athletes a measure of compensation more consistent with the value they bring to their schools.”


51. See O’Bannon, 802 F.3d at 1055 (highlighting lawsuit by Sam Keller, who sued NCAA, CLC, and EA for “us[ing] student-athletes’ NILs in its video games and that the NCAA and CLC had wrongfully turned a blind eye to EA’s misappropriation of these NILs.”).

52. See id. at 1056–61 (detailing district court’s decision and reasoning).

53. See id. at 1066 (“We therefore conclude that the NCAA’s compensation are rules are within the ambit of the Sherman Act.”).

54. See id. at 1069 (“Because the plaintiffs have shown that, absent the NCAA’s compensation rules, video game makers would likely pay them for the right to use their NILs in college sports video games, the plaintiffs have satisfied the requirement of injury in fact and, by extension, the requirement of antitrust injury.”).

55. See id. at 1079 (finding lower court erred for “allow[ing] its member schools to pay this deferred compensation.”).


57. See id. (explaining power of Supreme Court’s denial of reviewing O’Bannon).

58. See NCAA v. Alston, 141 S. Ct. 2141, 2166 (2021) (“By permitting colleges and universities to offer enhanced education-related benefits, its decision may encourage scholastic achievement and allow student-athletes a measure of compensation more consistent with the value they bring to their schools.”).
plaintiffs in the case were “current and former student-athletes in men’s Division I FBS football and men’s and women’s Division I basketball.” 59 The student-athletes sued because they believed the “NCAA rules . . . limit[ed] the compensation they may receive in exchange for their athletic services.” 60 The Supreme Court reviewed the NCAA’s restrictions and agreed with the district court “that student-athletes have nowhere else to sell their labor.” 61 After reviewing the district court’s three-step framework, the Supreme Court affirmed the judgment. 62 The *Alston* decision pushed the NCAA to relax their NIL policies for student-athletes. 63

In response to the Supreme Court’s decision, the NCAA issued a statement that changed its NIL policy. 64 The President of the NCAA, Mark Emmert, stated, “[t]his is an important day for college athletes since they are all are now able to take advantage of name, image and likeness opportunities.” 65 The NCAA’s policy allows student-athletes to “engage in NIL activities that are consistent with the law of the state where the school is located.” 66 Additionally, “individuals can use a professional services provider for NIL activities.” 67 The policy also allows individual schools to draft their own policies. 68

---

59. See id. at 2151 (stating which division and sports plaintiffs participated while filing suit).

60. See id. (noting student-athletes frustration with NCAA and reason for suing NCAA).

61. See id. at 2156 (“Unlike customers who would look elsewhere when a small van company raises its prices above market levels, the district court found (and the NCAA does not here contest) that student-athletes have nowhere else to sell their labor.”).

62. See id. at 2166 (holding Ninth Circuit properly ruled).

63. See Hosick, supra note 6 (announcing change in NCAA policy shortly after *Alston’s* decision).

64. See id. (announcing change in NCAA NIL policy and providing statement from NCAA president).

65. See id. (“With the variety of state laws adopted across the country, we will continue to work with Congress to develop a solution that will provide clarity on a national level.”).

66. See id. (“Individuals can engage in NIL activities that are consistent with the law of the state where the school is located. Colleges and universities may be a resource for state law questions.”).

67. See id. (stating student-athletes can have agents to represent them in sponsorships or deals).

68. See id. (“With the NIL interim policy, schools and conferences may choose to adopt their own additional policies.”).
guidance on their NIL policy.69 The guidance provides examples of appropriate conduct for institutions.70

D. Like Sand Through an Hourglass: The Slow Creation of State NIL Legislation

Currently, twenty-nine states have passed some form of NIL legislation.71 Almost all the Southern States have enacted NIL legislation as they are known to have some of the most robust Division I schools and conferences.72 Moreover, the Southeastern Conference (“SEC”) and Sunbelt are the only conferences where all the states have passed legislation.73 Some states created legislation before the Supreme Court’s decision, such as California, which implemented its statute in 2019.74 However, most states passed legisla-

---


70. See id. at 3 (listing type of support, education, NIL entity, and negotiation actions that institutions may engage in with student-athletes).


72. See id. (highlighting map of United States showing which southern states have passed NIL legislation); see also Rick Bragg, Down Here, ESPN (Aug. 6, 2012), https://www.espn.com/college-football/story/_/id/8240385/rick-bragg-explains-history-traditions-south-obsession-football-espn-magazine [https://perma.cc/7B8A-JP7T] (explaining southern states’ connection to football and how interest in sports has historically brought people together).


tion between 2020 and 2022. Most of the state legislation “looks to bar endorsement deals that conflict with those of the school.”

E. Save Time: The Importance of Financial Planning

Professional athletes and college athletes can make large amounts of money based on their NIL. As they receive this additional income, student-athletes must learn essential tools to maintain and increase their wealth. In 2019, a survey completed by the Financial Health Network claimed that “7 in 10 Americans struggle with at least one aspect of financial stability.” The study also stated that “about 1 in 5 middle-class workers are spending more than they earn.” Additionally, the uncertainty and stress of finances may result in financial disorders and anxiety in young adults, the primary demographic of college and professional athletes. Financial planning may not address all these issues, but it

75. See Andrews, supra note 71 (stating dates for when NIL statutes go into effect).

76. See Moody, supra note 23 (noting state statutes often contain morality clauses banning deals schools would likely find unfavorable).

77. See Hosick, supra note 6 (announcing change in NCAA policy that allows college athletes to benefit from their NIL); see also Lisa, supra note 9 (listing athletes who make millions off of sponsorships).


80. See id. (showing middle-class workers often spend more money than they receive in their paycheck).

can assist young adults with making smart decisions that will alleviate stress in the future.\textsuperscript{82}

\section*{III. Time Is Precious: An Analysis Of Why NIL Legislation Needs An Immediate Change}

After the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Alston}, the NCAA opened the door for state legislatures to develop NIL litigation.\textsuperscript{83} This section provides insight into the current state of NIL legislation.\textsuperscript{84} Then the section dives into how the legislation may be improved to help student-athletes adjust appropriately to the influx of income.\textsuperscript{85} Finally, this section discusses how some states have industry restrictions, thus preventing student-athletes from partnering with companies.\textsuperscript{86}

\subsection*{A. On the Dot: A Comprehensive Overview of State NIL Legislation}

The recent change in the NIL policy allows athletes, who otherwise would have never gone professional, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to provide for themselves and their families.\textsuperscript{87} Because the NCAA policy allows for states and schools to create their specific NIL laws, the policies vary.\textsuperscript{88} The states that included detailed mandated financial planning provisions in their statutes are: Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Ne-

\textsuperscript{82. See Archuleta, supra note 81, at 60 (“Financial planners, counselors and educators working with college students, their spouses, or their parents should be aware of the potential factors impacting their financial mental health.”).}


\textsuperscript{84. For further discussion of current NIL legislation, see infra notes 87–91 and accompanying text.}

\textsuperscript{85. For further discussion of ways to improve current NIL legislation, see infra notes 92–179 and accompanying text.}

\textsuperscript{86. For further discussion of how states banned certain industries, see infra notes 181–213 and accompanying text.}

\textsuperscript{87. See Maria Carrasco, Some College Athletes Cash in While Others Lose Out, INSIDE HIGHER ED (Oct. 12, 2021), https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/10/12/while-some-ncaa-athletes-cash-nil-others-lose-out [https://perma.cc/E8CT-KBGY] (“Some institutions are even seeing opportunities for entire teams or athletic departments. All female athletes at Brigham Young University now have the opportunity to earn up to $6,000 during the academic year through a brand deal with SmartyStreets, a location data intelligence company.”).}

\textsuperscript{88. See id. (noting educational institutions must create policies in states without NIL legislation).}
nevada, Tennessee, and Texas. The most detailed statutes listed a time requirement and specific areas the financial literacy and planning workshop must cover. States that did not include legislation for financial literacy workshops include Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina.

B. In the Blink of an Eye: Ways to Improve NIL Legislation

In order to ensure that student-athletes successfully manage their “new” money, all NIL legislation should have mandated finan-


90. For an example of a state that has mandated time requirements, see infra note 157.

cial literacy workshops or courses. These classes may prevent student-athletes from experiencing financial disorders or anxiety. Financial planning is “the long-term method of wisely managing your finances so you can achieve your goals and dreams.” In order to organize one’s finances, it is necessary to develop a financial plan. A financial plan is “a document that details a person’s current financial circumstances and their short- and long-term monetary goals. It includes strategies to achieve those goals.” Financial plans consist of recommendations made by a financial planner regarding “current saving and spending patterns, investment portfolios, estate planning, tax planning, risk management and insurance needs, social security withdrawal strategies, etc.” Financial planning is essential because it helps people “make the best use of [their] money and achieve long-term financial goals.”

Some states have already attempted to address this problem. For example, Georgia has a detailed provision that “at a minimum, include information concerning financial aid, debt management, and a recommended budget for student athletes based on the current academic year’s cost of attendance.” In comparison, Mississippi has no text detailing financial education for student-

92. See Institutional Involvement in a Student-Athlete’s Name, Image and Likeness Activities, supra note 69 (stating educational sessions regarding financial literacy taxes are permissible under NCAA policy).

93. See Archuleta, supra note 81, at 59 (suggesting financial education may ease some anxiety).


97. See Campbell, supra note 95 (listing numerous recommendations financial planners make for their clients).

98. See The Investopedia Team, supra note 96 (explaining financial plans may help individuals achieve goals such as home ownership and family planning).

99. For further discussion of states that have enacted legislation to address financial literacy, see supra note 89 and accompanying text.

100. See GA. CODE ANN. § 20-3-681(e) (2021) (dictating Georgia’s college-athlete compensation law, which requires schools to provide financial literacy and life skills workshops to educate on a variety of financial topics).
athletes. In 2018, the NCAA conducted a study on two universities to research student-athletes spending habits and learn “their preferred modes of receiving financial education.” The study showed a “7.26 was the average ranking when asked to identify their interest in financial literacy from a scale of 1 to 10 (1: not interested at all, 10: fully interested).” Additionally, the study revealed that “60% [of student-athletes] did not receive financial education in high school.” The study also illustrated how student-athletes wanted to learn about financial education, including “one on one sessions, utilizing on-campus resources along with spending logs and offering cooking classes to help decrease [the] amount of money spent eating out.” This study demonstrates the need and desire for financial literacy programs.

TD Ameritrade conducted a survey and found that “66% [of millennials], don’t feel on track when it comes to saving for retirement.” This uncertainty may stem from increased prices for everything, the pandemic, and debt. In 2020, Experian found that people aged twenty-four and younger had an average of $10,942

101. See Miss. Code Ann. § 93-19-17 (2021) (illustrating Mississippi statute, which does not include financial literacy workshop requirement).


104. See Curington, supra note 103, at 90 (providing statistics of lack of financial education).

105. See id. (highlighting specific examples of ways student-athletes prefer to learn about financial education).

106. See id. (demonstrating need for financial education programs for student-athletes).


108. See id. (stating cost of living has increased over time); see also Sara Li, How Financial Stress is Impacting Young People’s Mental Health, Teen Vogue (Nov. 17, 2021), https://www.teenvogue.com/story/how-financial-stress-is-impacting-young-peoples-mental-health [https://perma.cc/VX2R-CLXJ] (addressing how COVID-19 created anxiety in young adults due to fear of increased expenses).
worth of debt” whereas people aged twenty-five to forty had an average of “$27,251 in non-mortgage debt.” This debt does not address the housing crises that young adults have also experienced. Many young adults struggle to live independently, and a study by the Pew Research Center found that “52% of young adults resided with one or both of their parents.”

Financial disorders are “maladaptive patterns of financial beliefs and behaviors that lead to clinically significant distress, impairment in social or occupational functioning, undue financial strain, or an inability to enjoy one’s financial resources.” Examples of financial disorders or money disorders include “financial enabling,” “compulsive buying disorder,” “compulsive hoarding,” “pathological gambling,” “workaholism,” “financial dependence,” “financial infidelity,” and “financial enmeshment.” Moreover, young adults can experience financial anxiety that results in symptoms like “restlessness,” “being easily fatigue,” “difficulty concentrating,” “irritability,” “muscle tension,” and “sleep disturbances.”

Professional athletes have a history of struggling with finances. Typically, professional athletes make large salaries early in their career and have a history of financial mismanagement. According to Tim Parker, professional athletes often lose their wealth after only a few years. Additionally, there is a high rate of bankruptcy among professional athletes, with many facing financial difficulties due to poor financial planning and overspending.


110. See id. (explaining homeownership typically causes higher than average debt); see also Li, supra note 108 (“[T]he cost of buying a house today is much steeper than it was when our grandparents were buying homes, even when adjusted for inflation and rising salaries.”).


113. See Archuleta, supra note 81 (providing examples of financial disorders).

114. See id. at 54 (describing symptoms caused by financial anxiety).

However, athletes’ careers are typically brief. Athletes often mismanage their finances throughout their careers, resulting in them having no money at the end of their careers. In 2009, Sports Illustrated published an article stating, “[w]ithin five years of retirement, an estimated 60% of former NBA players are broke.” One of the main reasons why athletes lose money is their lack of knowledge about financial planning. Athletes face additional challenges, including excessive spending, selecting the wrong agent or business manager, and peer pressure to live a particular lifestyle. Financial planning is a way to prevent athletes from bankrupting themselves to maintain an extravagant lifestyle.

There are numerous examples of agent incompetency, neglect, or mistrust. In October 2021, New York Knicks Center Nerlens Noel sued his agent Rich Paul. He claimed that Rich Paul “caused him to lose out on approximately $58 million in potential earnings.” Specifically, Noel claimed that he “lost out on a four-
year, $70 million contract offer from the Dallas Mavericks” and re-
quested relief as “a declaratory judgment and monetary dam-
ages.” A similar situation occurred in 2019 when former Jets
player, Darrelle Revis, sued his former agents. Revis claimed that
his two agents “secretly elevated the commission fee on an energy
drink endorsement deal.” Another incident of agent fraud oc-
curred in 2018 when Kevin Garnett claimed that his accountant
and wealth manager worked together to steal $77 million.

With the change in NIL policy, student-athletes may experi-
ence similar financial journeys as professional athletes. For ex-
ample, a student-athlete may receive an influx in sponsorships, but
if the student is irresponsible, they may excessively spend like pro-
fessional athletes. With the help of financial planning, student-
athletes can also learn about the benefits of tackling student-loan
debt, given that most student-athletes incur debt while attending
college. For instance, “only about 1% to 2% of undergraduate

---

126. See id. ("In the complaint, Noel’s attorneys say he lost out on a four-year,
$70 million contract offer from the Dallas Mavericks after the 2016-2017 season
and ‘was instead forced to sign a series of qualifying offers and league minimum
contracts which were well below the true value of Noel services in the NBA
marketplace.’").

127. See Darryl Slater, Jets’ Darrelle Revis Sues Former Agents for Allegedly Stealing
jets_darrelle_revis_sues_former_agents_for_stealing.html [https://perma.cc/74MY-
658Q] (acknowledging former professional athlete who sued agent for stealing
money).

128. See id. (claiming that his agents conspired without his knowledge of energy
drink deal).

129. See Associated Press, Kevin Garnett Sues Accountant Over $77 Million Lost to
Wealth Manager, ESPN (Sept. 6, 2018), https://www.espn.com/nba/story/_/id/24599178/kevin-garnett-sues-accountant-77m-lost-wealth-manager [https://perma.cc/Z792-ZGA8] (The lawsuit contends Wertheim ‘possessed actual knowl-
edge that Banks was helping himself to millions of dollars of Garnett’s money and
did nothing about it.’).

130. See Paul Sullivan, Student-Athletes Can Now Earn Money. Here are the Pitfalls,
student-athletes-endorsements.html [https://perma.cc/3CA9-NP4U] (comparing
student-athletes opportunity to make from NIL to that of former Olympian
Michael Phelps).

131. See Dan Whateley & Colin Salao, How College Athletes are Getting Paid from
www.businessinsider.com/how-college-athletes-are-getting-paid-from-nil-endorse-
ment-deals-2021-12 [https://perma.cc/N98-ZNCE] (observing University of Ar-
kansas student-athletes average $4,102 of additional income from NIL sponsorship
deals).

132. See Deborah Ziff Soriano & Emma Kerr, 5 Myths About Athletic Scholarships,
tion/best-colleges/paying-for-college/articles/myths-about-athletic-scholarships
[https://web.archive.org/web/20230114062235/] (https://www.usnews.com/educa-
tion/best-colleges/paying-for-college/articles/myths-about-athletic-scholarships]
students in bachelor’s degree programs receive sports scholarships.” On average, a Division I student-athlete receives “$18,000” in scholarship money, which usually does not cover the full cost of school. Moreover, first-generation student-athletes who benefit from the NIL legislation may also experience similar pressure from their families to provide financial support while in college or after graduating. The expectation of becoming a professional athlete traditionally derives from the pressure to support one’s family. However, NIL sponsorships create a different career path where student-athletes can support themselves based on their brand. Many students receiving the largest deals often have significant social media followings and personal brands. Because these student-athletes eventually graduate, they may attempt to transition their brand from student-athlete to full-time influencer if they do not go professional. This can lead to new pressure where these student-athletes may feel compelled to support their families as in-

133. See id. (finding small percentage of student-athletes receive scholarships from universities).
134. See id. (“Per U.S. News data for 2020-2021, the average tuition and fees at ranked public schools for out-of-state students was $21,184, and the average cost amounted to $35,087 at ranked private schools.”).
135. See Curington, supra note 103, at 74 (“Dreams of financial stability are thought to be student-athletes’ only way to support their families and to escape the ‘trenches’ of tough neighborhoods.”).
137. See Sullivan, supra note 130 (detailing story of former athlete who now helps student-athletes develop personal brands).
fluencers. Financial planning tailored to their circumstances will assist athletes in responding to and adjusting their families’ expectations.

In 2017, the NCAA attempted to provide student-athletes with an online platform to teach them about financial literacy. The online program consisted of “video-based interactive modules that will give them instruction for money and personal business management.” The NCAA recognized financial literacy as a priority and wanted to assist in the financial success of student-athletes. In 2021, the NCAA created a game called How Not To Suck at Money, which became “the official financial education program of the NCAA.” The game focuses on “budgeting, banking, credit cards, student loans, investing, moving out and starting a new job.” In the game, students play as animated characters in a college town, where they learn “Money Secrets” by doing small tasks for players in

---

140. See King, supra note 136 (highlighting that student-athletes may feel pressure to provide for families); Ramgopal, Abou-Sabe and Gutierrez, ‘There’s No Rules. It’s Crazy’: New Money in NCAA Recruiting Leaves Elite Athletes Ripe for Exploitation, NBC News (Nov. 27, 2022, 8:00 AM), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/star-high-school-athletes-can-now-profit-nil-deals-rcna51075 [https://perma.cc/RDR9-CNPD] (quoting high school student who “hopes to get an NIL deal in college to improve housing for his family”).

141. See id. (observing how professional athlete felt pressure from family members to cover certain costs).


143. See id. (describing details of financial awareness program for student-athletes).

144. See id. (“The online education is a direct tie to the Division I Student-Athlete Advisory Committee’s priority to provide financial education resources, positioning college athletes for success in college and long after graduation.”).


146. See id. (pointing to specifics of financial education game sponsored by NCAA).
States and universities can learn from professional sports leagues by creating similar financial literacy programs. For example, the National Football League (“NFL”) has a Player Engagement department that focuses on supporting NFL players in all areas, including “financial well-being.” The department also has a “Wealth Management Workshop” where “[p]rofessional financial experts show players, legends and significant others how to spend, invest, save and grow their NFL earnings wisely.” As a part of the Rookie Career Development Program, the Major League Baseball Players Association sends new players to a four-day workshop to adjust to their new careers and learn how to handle their finances. The National Basketball Association (“NBA”) has a similar program to the NFL and the MLB for rookie players. During the NBA’s Rookie Transition Program, there is a financial literacy component where NBA players learn budgeting, “check writing and bill paying,” “recognizing and understanding fees,” and “how money relates to family and friends.” These programs can give states and

147. See Invesco QQQ and NCAA, How Not to Suck at Money, https://hnt-sam.com/?utm_campaign=financial_edu&utm_source=National%20Press%20Release&utm_medium=article&utm_content=qqq%7Cpaid%7Cdisplay%7Cnav%7Cimage%7C1121 [https://perma.cc/TNG2-2WCL] (providing student-athletes with a virtual game to learn helpful money habits); see also Dent, supra note 145 (“How Not To Suck at Money tackles the real-life money questions college students face in a relevant and entertaining way so that they can be more confident about decisions around money.”).  
148. See Online Platform Offers Financial Tips for College Athletes, supra note 142 (demonstrating NCAA’s commitment to financial literacy).  
149. For further discussion of financial literacy programs created by professional sports leagues, see infra notes 150–154 and accompanying text.  
154. See id. (listing components of financial education aspects of NBA program).
universities ideas on how to shape mandatory financial programs.155

The second step is to include time requirements for the length of the financial literacy workshops.156 For example, Louisiana states, “[a] postsecondary education institution shall conduct a financial literacy and life skills workshop for a minimum of five hours at the beginning of an intercollegiate athlete’s first and third academic years.”157 The statute has a length requirement and requires athletes to revisit the topic in their third year of school.158 However, compared to Tennessee, a state with a subsection in its statute dedicated to financial literacy, its statute does not provide a minimum time requirement for universities.159

While five hours is the minimum amount of time in Louisiana, institutions and states can create longer courses to teach student-athletes how to manage their finances.160 In 2016, Arizona State University Professor Glenn Wong created a semester-long class to teach student-athletes how to manage their finances.161 The class instructed students about choosing representation, player unions, collective bargaining agreements, and players’ financial issues once they become professionals.162 Having a semester-long course may instill better financial habits in student-athletes.163 However, the goal is for them to receive at least some exposure to be empowered

155. For further discussion of professional sports league financial literacy programs, see supra notes 149–154.

156. See Dan Schawbel, Josh Kaufman: It Takes 20 Hours Not 10,000 Hours to Learn a Skill, FORBES (May 30, 2013), https://www.forbes.com/sites/danschawbel/2013/05/30/josh-kaufman-it-takes-20-hours-not-10000-hours-to-learn-a-skill/?sh=79218916363d [https://perma.cc/3J26-54AV] (showing it takes few hours to comprehend material).

157. See LA. STAT. ANN. § 17:3703(K)(1) (a)-(2)(a) (2022) (“The workshop shall also include information on time management skills necessary for success as an intercollegiate athlete and available academic resources.”); see also TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. § 51.9246(i) (West 2021) (stating that financial literacy workshops “must be at least five hours”).

158. See LA. STAT. ANN. §§ 17:3703(K)(1) (mandating student-athletes to participate in program during their first and third year of school).

159. See TENN. CODE ANN. § 49-7-2802 (2022) (failing to state minimum time requirement for financial literacy program).

160. See LA. STAT. ANN. § 17:3703(K)(2)(a) (2022) (imposing minimum time requirement meaning universities can impose extended time requirements).

161. See Kaitlin Mulhere, Meet the Professor Who’s Teaching Future Pro Athletes How to Hang Onto Their Millions, MONEY (Apr. 22, 2016), https://money.com/professor-teaching-future-pro-athletes-finances/ [https://perma.cc/32GC-TDEW] (“[I] Glen Wong have] been teaching for 35 years, and in dealings with high-level student athletes I’ve had in class, most are not prepared for the legal and business issues they might face if they have a professional sports career.”).

162. See id. (describing aspects of course created by Glenn Wong).

163. See id. (stating class taught by Glenn Wong runs for entire semester).
to make intelligent financial decisions.\textsuperscript{164} Studies have shown that providing students with financial counseling and education “at an impressionable point in their lives . . . which will better prepare them to transition out of college while exhibiting positive financial behaviors.”\textsuperscript{165}

The third step is to create federal legislation to make the legislation more uniform.\textsuperscript{166} Currently, state legislation is not uniform.\textsuperscript{167} The inconsistent legislation leads to problems for student-athletes as they will not receive the same type of training and education.\textsuperscript{168} This could lead to student-athletes suffering from mental health problems or struggling with managing their finances.\textsuperscript{169}

Overall, federal legislation will also help with a new issue developing from NIL legislation — increased competition in recruiting student-athletes.\textsuperscript{170} Currently, universities may not use endorsement deals to recruit students, however, “as long as a school can

\textsuperscript{164.} See id. ("[W]e’ll track the career from the perspective of the student athlete who then becomes a young professional athlete to hopefully one who will get their second contract.").

\textsuperscript{165.} See Lisa M. Rubin, Mindy Joseph, Sonya Lutter, Daron K. Roberts, and Julian J. Jones, \textit{Enhancing Financial Literacy Among College Athletes}, 3 J. OF ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIENCE 74, 76 (2021) (citation omitted) (observing teaching student-athletes about financial literacy at early ages may be more beneficial).


\textsuperscript{167.} See generally ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 15-1892 (2021) (showing lack of detail in NIL statute); LA. STAT. ANN. § 17:3703(M)(2022) (highlighting differences in language and requirements for state NIL legislation).


\textsuperscript{169.} See Greg Johnson, \textit{Mental Health Issues Remain on Minds of Student Athletes}, NCAA (May 24, 2022, 12:00 PM), https://www.ncaa.org/news/2022/5/24/mediacenter-mental-health-issues-remain-on-minds-of-student-athletes.aspx [https://perma.cc/S2A2-8LMT] (highlighting how some student-athletes suffer from depression or anxiety); see also Sullivan, supra note 130 (mentioning how student-athletes may not be prepared for fluctuation in income).

\textsuperscript{170.} See Dan Murphy, \textit{Schools Brokering Name, Image and Likeness Deals Adds Layer to College Conundrum}, ESPN (Feb. 7, 2022), https://www.espn.com/college-football/story/_/id/33229931/schools-brokering-name-image-likeness-dealsadds-layer-college-conundrum [https://perma.cc/JEG4-D8NF] (describing future difficulties universities may face when recruiting student-athletes); see also Ramgopal, supra note 140 (providing examples of NIL deals offered to prospective students to encourage student-athletes to attend certain schools).
credibly argue that its deals are crafted with its current athletes in mind rather than in hopes of luring the next class to campus, the NCAA can’t stop them.”171 As stated in previous sections, some states have NIL legislation, while others leave the NIL policies up to local schools.172 This means that universities without state legislation only need to follow the rules of the NCAA and have fewer restrictions.173 For example, BYU in Utah negotiated a large deal with a protein bar company to cover tuition for “each of the team’s walk-on players.”174 However, other states like Alabama have more stringent restrictions that prevent their schools from making these deals.175 When high school students consider which universities to attend, they may consider schools that can provide them with more deals, like BYU.176

Federal legislation would solve this problem by leveling the playing field for all universities and states.177 Federal laws may preempt state laws depending on the exact wording of the legislation.178 However, having federal legislation could create a baseline for states to build.179 Unfortunately, it takes Congress a long time to act, so state legislatures must pass legislation as they wait for Congress.180

171. See Murphy, supra note 170 (highlighting loophole in NCAA regulations).
172. See Moody, supra note 10 (explaining how states created and redeveloped NIL legislation).
173. See Murphy, supra note 170 (showing disparities in state NIL legislation).
174. See id. (illustrating deal for student-athletes included “promoting the company at two in-person events and on social media” in exchange for money that covers tuition).
175. See id. (“[Universities’] change of heart has been driven by a fear of being left behind in recruiting battles.”).
176. See id. (implying students will choose schools who offer deals, especially if students do not “have a ton of offers to see like, oh, BYU takes care of its walk-ons, I’d rather walk on there than, than somewhere else.”).
177. See id. (identifying gray area in NIL legislation law).
178. See Caleb Nelson, Preemption, 86 VA. L. REV. 225, 225 (2000) (“As a result, nearly every federal statute addresses an area in which the states also have authority to legislate (or would have such authority if not for federal statutes.”)).
179. See Dellenger, supra note 166 (“This months-long process is described to have made significant strides recently, with high-profile leaders from the two parties agreeing to concessions as a bevy of state laws threaten to create an uneven playing field across college athletics.”).
180. See Drew DeSilver, Congress is Off to a Slow Start in 2021, Much as it Has Been in Previous Years, PEW RESEARCH CENTER (Aug. 13, 2021), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/08/13/congress-is-off-to-a-slow-start-in-2021-much-as-it-has-been-in-previous-years/ [https://perma.cc/Q9NP-YVYE] (emphasizing Congress only passed thirty-six laws in the first eight months of 2021).
C. Waste of Time? Legislation Prohibiting Student-Athletes from Endorsing Certain Industries

Fourteen states have detailed language about which industries should not be included.¹⁸¹ These states primarily banned students from having endorsements with the following industries: adult entertainment, alcoholic beverages, gambling, tobacco, controlled substances, drug paraphernalia, and weapons.¹⁸² Other states have language that broadly bans industries that are “inconsistent with the values or mission” of the institution.¹⁸³ The reasons for these bans vary depending on the sector.¹⁸⁴ For example, drug paraphernalia, tobacco, and controlled substance industries are banned to protect public health initiatives.¹⁸⁵

A positive aspect of banning these industries is the public’s health.¹⁸⁶ Allowing young adults to receive sponsorships from


¹⁸². See id. (listing industries that may not sponsor student-athletes).

¹⁸³. See 110 ILL. COMP. STAT. 190/20(i) (2021) (“No student-athlete shall enter into a publicity rights agreement or receive compensation from a third party licensee for the endorsement or promotion of gambling, sports betting, controlled substances, cannabis, a tobacco or alcohol company, brand, or products, alternative or electronic nicotine product or delivery system, performance-enhancing supplements, adult entertainment, or any other product or service that is reasonably considered to be inconsistent with the values or mission of a postsecondary educational institution or that negatively impacts or reflects adversely on a postsecondary educational institution or its athletic programs . . . .”).


¹⁸⁵. See Israel T. Agaku, Satomi Odani, Stephanie Sturgis, Charles Harless, Rebecca Glover-Kudon, Tobacco Advertising and Promotional Expenditures in Sports and Sporting Events – United States, 1992 – 2015, 822, CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION (Aug. 19, 2016), https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/65/wr/mm6532a3.htm[https://perma.cc/SNU3-CT3C] (“Restricting tobacco advertising and promotion in sports, coupled with other proven population-based measures (e.g., tobacco price increases, anti-tobacco mass media campaigns, tobacco-free policies inclusive of smokeless tobacco, and barrier-free cessation services), can help reduce tobacco use in the United States.”).

¹⁸⁶. See Tobacco Control Interventions, CDC, (May 16, 2022), https://www.cdc.gov/policy/opah/h15/tobaccointerventions/[https://perma.cc/6NQ8-UZ88] (“In addition to adverse effects on individual- and population-level health, smoking imposes an immense financial burden on society, with over 480,000 premature deaths, over $170 billion in lost productivity costs, and over $225 billion in direct medical care expenditures in the United States each year.”).
bacco companies may encourage their fans of the same age or younger to start participating in these activities. For example, the CDC conducted a study titled “Tobacco Advertising and Promotional Expenditures in Sports and Sporting Events.” “The 2009 Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, prohibited tobacco brand sponsorship of regulated tobacco products in sports and entertainment events or other social or cultural events.” The study revealed that “enhanced measures are warranted to restrict youth-oriented tobacco marketing and promotional activities that could lead to tobacco initiation and use among children and adolescents.” Immediately after the Supreme Court ruled on the case and the NCAA implemented its new NIL rules, twin student-athletes Haley and Hanna Cavinder “signed a deal with Boost Mobile.” According to the twins’ Instagram accounts, they have over 900,000 followers combined. If the twins partnered with a tobacco or drug paraphernalia company, they would have the potential to influence a large number of young adults.

However, this ban prevents student-athletes from making the most money possible based on their NIL, which goes against the

---

187. See Donna Lu, ‘Urgent Need’ for Age Restrictions on TikTok Vaping Videos, Australian Study Finds, GUARDIAN (July 26, 2021), https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/jul/27/urgent-need-for-age-restrictions-on-tiktok-vaping-videos-australian-study-finds [https://perma.cc/8MAZ-VE36] (“Sun said previous studies showed the increase in e-cigarette popularity among young people was partly attributable to endorsements by friends, celebrities and online influencers. Other research has found that, when shown to children, e-cigarette advertisements reduced the perceived harm of occasional smoking.”).

188. See Agaku, supra note 185 (detailing study conducted by CDC on smoking and sports games).

189. See id. (“The rule prohibits the use of brand name (alone or in conjunction with any other word), logo, symbol, motto, selling message, recognizable color or pattern of colors, or other identifying features used for any brand of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco for sponsorship activities in sports and entertainment events or other social or cultural events.”).

190. See id. (“Reducing tobacco industry promotion through sponsorship of public and private events is an evidence-based strategy for preventing youth initiation of tobacco use.”).

191. See Rosenblatt, supra note 139 (announcing Boost Mobile partnership with Cavinder twins).


193. See Agaku, supra note 188 (providing study that shows endorsement of smoking increased popularity of smoking).
true purpose of the NIL ruling.\textsuperscript{194} Certain industries, such as online sports betting, smokeless tobacco, and marijuana, are growing areas where athletes can potentially receive the largest sponsorships.\textsuperscript{195} For example, a Gonzaga athlete partnered with a regional casino in Washington, a state that does not have NIL legislation.\textsuperscript{196} Meanwhile, MaximBet is a sports betting agency seeking to partner with female student-athletes “over the age of 21, regardless of whether they play Division I, II, or III” in Colorado.\textsuperscript{197} Another example is N’Kosi Perry, a quarterback for Florida Atlantic University, who “is believed to be the first ever NIL deal with a beer/liquor organization for a college athlete.”\textsuperscript{198} Student-athletes have the potential to partner with companies that can provide student-athletes with additional funds.\textsuperscript{199}

Similar restrictions prevent professional athletes from partnering with specific companies for sponsorships.\textsuperscript{200} For example, the National Football League Players Association (“NFLPA”) has specific criteria such as “project alignment with NFLPA mission and

\textsuperscript{194.} See NCAA v. Alston, 141 S. Ct. 2141, 2164 (2021) (suggesting purpose of ruling is to provide student-athletes with enhancement in education-related benefits).


\textsuperscript{197.} See Kristi Dosh, MaximBet Offers Statewide NIL Deal to Every NCAA Female Student Athlete in Colorado, FORBES (Sept. 28, 2021, 8:00 AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/kristidosh/2021/09/28/maximbet-offers-statewide-nil-deal-to-every-ncaa-female-student-athlete-in-colorado/?sh=7f2387fd127d [https://perma.cc/7MZY-J2AC] (“Colorado’s state law does not specifically prohibit working with brands in any specific categories, including the gambling industry.”).


\textsuperscript{199.} See Moody, supra note 23 (“Fast forward to 2021: Bryce Young, the presumptive starting quarterback at the University of Alabama, has signed endorsement deals worth nearly $1 million.”).

\textsuperscript{200.} For further discussion of professional athletes’ sponsorship restrictions, see infra notes 201–203 and accompanying text.
goals;” and “reasonable and competitive costs for participants.” The organization also has restrictions that prohibit athletes from partnering with “police-regulated businesses, such as, but not limited to, adult business (activities restricted to adults); tobacco firms or marketers . . . businesses or entities promoting adult materials or services or with sexual associations.” The Major League Baseball Player also has an association focusing on “licensing, corporate sponsorship, media, promotions, sweepstakes, contests, and events.”

However, professional athlete associations and organizations have slowly changed their stance towards certain industries. For example, in 2019, Major League Soccer changed its rules to allow sports betting and liquor companies to occupy space on jerseys and “stadium naming rights.” Additionally, the PGA Tour recently allowed “gambling entities” to have sponsorships and the NFL allowed a liquor sponsor. These modifications for professional athletes’ sponsorship agreements suggest that the money from these prohibited industries is too large to turn down.


202. See id. (listing prohibited partnerships and endorsements for members of NFLPA).


206. See McAllister, supra note 204 (announcing change in PGA Tour); see also Amelia Lucas, Diageo Becomes First Spirits Company to Sign Sponsorship Deal With NFL, CNBC (June 16, 2021, 8:00 AM), https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/16/diageo-becomes-first-spirits-company-to-sign-sponsorship-deal-with-nfl.html [https://perma.cc/SZ3G-J8QG] (announcing NFL partnership with spirits company Diageo).

207. See Jabari Young, Tech, Gambling and Alcohol Helped the NFL Earn Almost $2 Billion in Sponsorships This Season, CNBC (Jan. 26, 2022, 5:00 AM), https://
The best way to improve state legislation is to encourage all states to draft detailed NIL legislation. This will help eliminate gray areas in the law and guide student-athletes and universities. States that refuse to provide detailed legislation should not be able to decide what student-athletes cannot promote. For example, Utah, without NIL legislation, banned student-athletes from partnering with coffee brands due to Mormon beliefs. Most states without detailed legislation leave the NIL policy decisions to the local universities, which can potentially result in lawsuits.

208. See Salvador, supra 198 (stating that N’Kosi Perry signed first NIL deal with large liquor company).


210. See id. (“Baylor University president Linda Livingstone testified that the current patchwork of state NIL laws is confusing. She said any potential federal NIL legislation should be based on three main principles: treating college athletes as students first, ensuring equity in the treatment of men and women as employees, and addressing resource discrepancies among different institutions.”).

211. See id. (pointing to confusion nature of NIL legislation and lack of uniformity).

212. See Emma Mayer, Coffee Listed as One of Products BYU Student-Athletes Can’t Endorse for Compensation, NEWSWEEK (July 1, 2021, 3:11 PM), https://www.newsweek.com/coffee-listed-one-products-byu-student-athletes-cant-endorse-compensation-1606138 [https://perma.cc/JX6U-WP58] (“The BYU press release outlined that athletes can receive compensation for NIL activities within fair market value, but they cannot promote or be endorsed by any companies that promote anything outside of the ‘BYU Honor Code Standards,’ which includes alcohol, tobacco, gambling, adult entertainment and, yes, even coffee.”).

213. See id. (stating BYU has NIL policy yet, state of Utah does not).
IV. Conclusion

Ultimately, National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Alston opens new doors for future NIL legislation. State legislatures and the federal government are uniquely positioned to draft legislation addressing the gray areas of this ruling. Legislation can ensure that all student-athletes receive adequate financial guidance as they experience an influx in income. Additionally, legislation can allow student-athletes to profit from all industries and end certain restrictions. Recently, the NCAA appointed a new President with experience working in the government. Hopefully, the new president’s skills and connections will aid the NCAA in working with state and federal lawmakers. In the meantime, states must implement new legislation to prevent lawsuits and increase compe-


217. See Whateley, supra note 131 (announcing student athletes at University of Arkansas “earned an average of $4,102”).

218. For further discussion of industries allowed and prohibited, see supra notes 181–185 and accompanying text.


220. See id. (explaining Mr. Baker has experience “in government and the health industry” which may assist NCAA as it navigates NIL).
By creating this legislation, amateur collegiate sports will continue to thrive.222

Taylor Henderson*

221. See Ramgopal, supra note 140 (stating that some NIL deals have become loopholes to recruit student-athletes).
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